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As housing related industries account for over one fifth of the Canadian economy, the 
health of the Canadian housing market is generally indicative of the health of the 
broader Canadian economy. Throughout 2017, regulators at the federal and provincial 
levels introduced new rules and taxes in an effort to cool the housing market. Those 
new rules appear to have been effective, at least temporarily, causing housing market 
activity to slow and overall housing market prices to fall from their peak levels.  

  

New Rules and Taxes to Improve Affordability 
 

 The federal government updated the B20 mortgage rules 
 All new mortgage borrowers – those originating a new mortgage AND those 

refinancing their mortgage with another lender – must show that they can 
handle mortgage payments using the greater of their actual mortgage rate plus 
2% or the 5-year benchmark rate, currently sitting at 5.14%. 

 For example, even if you obtain a mortgage at 3%, you must use a rate of 5.14% 
when testing against the total and gross debt service ratio requirements. 

 This is expected to reduce new homebuyer buying power by roughly 18%. 

 In Ontario, effective April 2017, non-Canadian buyers of residential real estate in 
the Greater Golden Horseshoe Region are subject to a 15% tax. 

 In BC, effective 2018, the outstanding foreign buyer’s tax will increase to 20% from 
15% and owners of unrented second (or more) residential properties in various 
areas will be subject to a speculation tax. BC, other Canadian and foreign residents 
are ultimately subject to a 0.5%, 1% and 2% property tax, respectively.  

 

And Their Effects… 
The changes had an instant effect on the targeted housing markets. As of March, year-
over-year sales activity fell 40% in the Greater Toronto Area, 30% in Greater 
Vancouver and almost 20% nationwide, while year-over-year price declines were in 
the low-to-mid single digits. Sales activity and price declines were focused in the 
single-family and luxury home segments. Meanwhile in the lower priced condo 
segment, demand was robust as first time buyers and downsizers alike fight for these 
lower priced properties. For example, in Toronto, overall numbers are misleading as 
detached homes saw prices fall 17% year-over-year in March while condos saw 
prices rise 6%. Further, more reasonably priced communities near large metropolitan 
areas (e.g. Kitchener-Waterloo, London, Fraser Valley, Chilliwack) were at or near 
all-time highs in March as homebuyers search for lower priced locales. Affordability 
for new homebuyers has worsened as entry-level property prices continue to climb.  
 

 

Current Rates  & 
Data 

 

Govt of Canada 

  90 day  1.13% 

  1 year  1.63% 

  2 year  1.86% 

  5 year  2.08% 

  10 year  2.21% 

  30 year  2.33% 

  
  U.S. Treasury 

  90 day  1.73% 

  1 year  2.07% 

  2 year  2.32% 

  5 year  2.63% 

  10 year  2.80% 

  30 year  3.01% 

  
  Canada  

Prime Rate 

  3.45% 

    U.S.  
Prime Rate 

  4.75% 

    Exchange  
Rates 

  CAD/USD 0.794 

  USD/EUR 1.232 

  JPY/USD 107.3 
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• Trump’s trade tirade has shifted from all trade 
partners to exclusively China. Trump proposed 
tariffs on $50 billion in Chinese imports and China 
responded with proposed tariffs on $50 billion in US 
imports. Trump subsequently upped his tariff target 
to $150 billion in imports and China confirmed it will 
respond in kind. China will need to become creative 
as it only imported $170 billion in US goods in 2016.   

 

  

 

• Facebook shares have been under pressure since it 
was revealed that Cambridge Analytica, a political 
consulting firm, dishonestly harvested data from 
over 87 million Facebook users and used the data 
during the 2016 US presidential election and 2016 
UK Brexit referendum. While Facebook is the not the 
key perpetrator, its culpability has boosted the odds 
of new regulation against tech firms.  

 

   

 

• Emera (EMA) and Fortis (FTS) are two ideas related to this theme.  

• Emera is an electric utility with operations in the Maritimes, Florida and the Caribbean. Emera trades at 
~10.5x trailing EV/EBITDA, a slight discount to its similarly depressed peers and a 10%-20% discount to its 
historical valuation. Because of its transformative acquisition of TECO Energy in 2016, Emera has a better 
than average backlog of capital investments. Emera is targeting 8% rate base growth through 2021 which 
should more than offset the effect of rising interest rates and enable steady earnings growth over this 
time period. Emera’s dividend yield is now 5.5%. 

• Fortis is an electric utility with operations in Canada, the US and the Caribbean. Fortis trades at ~11.5x 
trailing EV/EBITDA, roughly in line with its peers. We believe Fortis should trade at a premium to peers 
due to its proven track record of accretive acquisitions. Additionally, if interest rates remain below 
historical norms, Fortis should likely trade above its historical valuation.  

 Key risk points: Both stocks could continue to be pressured by rising interest rates as this may cause 
minor earnings impacts as well as a shift in investor sentiment from income stocks to growth stocks.    

  
 

 
Laura Prust, Associate Portfolio Manager.  I have been with Steele Wealth Management since 2000, guiding clients 
through all manner of financial decisions in an approachable way. More specifically, I help clients determine their risk 
tolerance, understand what cash flow they will need in retirement, plan for and fund their life goals including retirement 
income, track their progress against their financial projections and understand investment performance over time. As a 
Certified Professional Counselor on Aging, I empathize with the stresses and concerns facing retirees today and have a 
deep knowledge of successful solutions to the problems of retirees. I am also licensed in the U.S. with FINRA to advise 
clients on cross-border issues. 
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Any bond, debenture or preferred share ratings listed within this newsletter are those of DBRS (Dominion Bond Rating Service). 

All rates mentioned within this newsletter are as of April 12, 2018, unless otherwise stated. Rates have been sourced from Bloomberg. All stock 

information has been sourced from Market-Q. 

This newsletter has been prepared by Steele Wealth Management and expresses the opinions of the author and not necessarily those of Raymond 

James Ltd. (RJL). Statistics, factual data and other information are from sources RJL believes to be reliable but their accuracy cannot be 

guaranteed. This newsletter is furnished on the basis and understanding that RJL is to be under no liability whatsoever in respect thereof.  It is for 

information purposes only and is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of securities.  RJL and its officers, directors, 

employees and their families may from time to time invest in the securities discussed in this newsletter.  This newsletter is intended for distribution 

only in those jurisdictions where RJL is registered as a dealer in securities.  Any distribution or dissemination of this newsletter in any other 

jurisdiction is strictly prohibited.  Securities-related products and services are offered through Raymond James Ltd. Member-Canadian Investor 

Protection Fund. Insurance products and services are offered through Raymond James Financial Planning Ltd., which is not a Member-Canadian 

Investor Protection Fund. 

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments.  Please read the 

prospectus before investing.  The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in unit value 

and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable 

by any security holder that would have reduced returns.  Mutual funds and other securities are not insured nor guaranteed, their values change 

frequently and past performance may not be repeated.  

As the investment products listed in this newsletter may not be appropriate for everyone, a recommendation would only be made following a 

personal review of an individual’s portfolio and risk tolerance. 

Within the past 12 months, Raymond James Ltd. has undertaken an underwriting liability or has provided services for a fee in regards to the 

securities of Emera Inc. 
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